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METHOD OF TESTS FOR DEVELOPING DENSITY AND
MOISTURE CALIBRATION TABLES FOR NUCLEAR GAUGES
A.

SCOPE

This test method describes procedures for developing density and moisture calibration constants
and tables for nuclear gauges.
This test method includes 4 parts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
B.

Principle of Calibration
Procedure for Density Calibration
Procedure for Moisture Calibration
Documentation

REFERENCES

California Test 226 – Determining Moisture Content by Oven Drying
ASTM D7013/D7013M - Standard Guide for Calibration Facility Setup for Nuclear Surface
Gauges
C.

APPARATUS
1.

Nuclear Gauge: a portable instrument containing radioactive sources, detectors,
electronics and battery pack.

2.

Reference Standard Block: a block provided by the gauge manufacturer
primarily for checking instrument operation, correcting for decay of sources over
time and for establishing standard counts against which future measurements
are compared.

3.

Standard Calibration Density Blocks: a set of 3 blocks for density calibration.
The density blocks must be traceable to National Institute of Standard and
Technology (NIST).

4.

Standard Calibration Moisture Blocks: a set of 2 blocks for moisture calibration.

NOTE: The depth of the standard calibration blocks must be at least 2 in. more than
the maximum depth measurement by the nuclear gauge. Minimum surface
dimensions of 24 in.  17 in. for the standard density blocks have proven
satisfactory. The distance from the center of test holes to the edge of the block
in standard calibration density or moisture blocks must be at least 4 in. to
minimize boundary effect on radioactive counts. Follow manufacturer’s
recommendation for use and setup of blocks having dimensions different from
the ones listed above. NIST validation of the calibration blocks is to be renewed
every 5 years.
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D.

PROCEDURES

PART 1.
1A.

PRINCIPLE OF CALIBRATON

DENSITY CALIBRATION

Density calibration is performed on 3 standard calibration density blocks. After standard
counts are read, density count readings on each block must be taken for the specific test mode
of the gauge to be calibrated. The test mode is in terms of penetration depth of the gauge
source rod, and includes the backscatter (BS) detection mode and other depths, normally 2 to
12 in. penetration depths as required by the gauge. For each test mode, the relationship
between count ratio and block density is expressed as:

CR  a exp  bD c
Or
ఴృ
Where :

CR (Count Ratio) 

ౌ ಖಡ !

వ
్



DensityCount Reading ,
DensityStandard Count

D = the equivalent soil density for the corresponding block; and
a, b, and c = constants to be determined.
NOTE:

1B.



Thin lift gauges must be calibrated in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations.



Manufacturers use different methods to normalize the metal block densities in order
to obtain soil equivalent density values. Follow manufacturer’s recommendations
for obtaining model specific normalization factors.

MOISTURE CALIBRATION

The moisture calibration is performed on 2 standard calibration moisture blocks. After
moisture standard counts are read, moisture count readings are taken on the 2 blocks at the
moisture test mode of the gauge to be calibrated. The mathematical equation for nuclear gauge
moisture calibration is expressed as:
CR  e  f  M

Or
Where:

#
! "!ఏ!
Moisture Count Reading ,
CR (Count Ratio)
Moisture Standard Count
M = the standard calibration block moisture; and
e and f or A and B = constants to be determined
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PART 2.
2A.

PROCEDURE FOR DENSITY CALIBRATION
STANDARD COUNT – DENSITY

1.

Follow manufacturer’s instruction for start-up.

2.

Position the reference standard block at a sufficient distance away from any
objects, gauges, electronic radio or radioactive sources that may cause
interference. Setting the reference standard block a minimum of 5 ft from any
object and a minimum 25 ft from any gauge or radioactive source is typically
sufficient to avoid such interference.

3.

Place the gauge on the reference standard block in the safe position and take
two 4-min standard counts. The 2 measurements taken are part of the warmup procedure and are entered in a gauge logbook and the calibration form (Table
1), but are not used in the subsequent parts of this procedure. After the warmup, take a minimum of 3 additional 4-min counts. Record the three 4-min
counts under the label "A.M." on the calibration form (Table 1). The average of
the 3 measurements is the Standard Count.

4.

To express the standard count deviation limits within which the calibration of a
gauge is valid, the acceptable deviation limit (ADL) is defined in this test method
as:
ADL = 0.03n
Where: n = standard count at calibration of the gauge.
Record the ADL on the calibration form (Table 1).

2B.

COUNT READINGS ON DENSITY BLOCKS
1.

Follow ASTM D7013 to prepare and setup your density blocks for gauge
calibration.

2.

Set the gauge source rod at the desired depth and position the gauge on 1 of the
3 standard calibration density blocks with the rod in the hole. The gauge is
placed so that the rod is firmly against the side of the hole nearest to the gauge.

3.

Take two 4-min counts in the backscatter mode and one 4-min count at
penetration depths required by the gauge. Record all data on the calibration
form (Table 1). Nominal direct transmission depth defines the approximate
depth at which the rod is placed. The direct transmission depth is the nominal
direct transmission depth  0.1 in. and is defined as the actual penetration
depth setting at which the soil density gauge rod is manufactured to stop.

4.

Repeat Steps 2 and 3 above on the other 2 standard calibration density blocks
and record all data on the calibration form (Table 1).

5.

Place the gauge on the reference standard block in the safe position, take a
minimum of one 4-min standard count, and record the data under the label
“P.M.” on the calibration form (Table 1).
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2C.

PRESENTATION OF CALIBRATION DATA
1.

Present the calibration data from the 3 standard calibration density blocks for a
gauge at all test modes on a semi-log scale plot (Figure 1).

2.

Determine the "best fitting" straight line using the "Least-Square" method for
each of the test modes considered. Present the correlation coefficient of the
regression on the plot as shown in Figure 1. If the correlation coefficient for a
test mode is less than 0.999 or the standard error of the linear regression is
greater than 1 lb/ft3, the gauge at this test mode shall be recalibrated.

3.

Determine the 3 constants in the equation in Part 1A for each of the test modes
using an appropriate procedure. Appendix A1 presents the Troxler method and
A2 presents the CPN-Instrotek method for determining the 3 constants.

4.

Generate a calibration data sheet showing count ratio vs. density (Table 2).
Generate 1 sheet for each calibrated depth test mode. Present basic information
of the calibration on each data sheet, including:






Gauge Owner
Gauge serial number
Calibration date
Operator
Count ratio vs. density sheets






Gauge manufacturer and model
Standard count and ADL
Gauge density count ratios
Calibration constants (a, b, c)

NOTE: For thin lift gauges, ratio vs. density calibration table (Table 2) is not required.
5.

6.

After calibration, collect the following information and keep the documents with
the gauge at all times.
a.

An affixed calibration sticker that shows the gauge ID and date of
calibration.

b.

Calibration data sheets showing count ratio vs. density and ADL.

c.

A copy of the valid leak test results.

To utilize DIRECT READOUT capabilities, the calibrating service must indicate
on the count ratio vs. density calibration table (Table 2) that the gauge meets the
following requirements:
a.

The constants a, b, and c listed on the calibration tables for each mode
must be entered into the memory of the gauge.

b.

The constants are visible for review.

c.

The calibration constants in memory are the same as those in the
calibration tables when the gauge is restarted.

d.

The appropriate gauge model specific equation and constants are used.
Refer to the gauge manual or contact the manufacturer to obtain the
correct equation
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PART 3.
3A.

PROCEDURE FOR MOISTURE CALIBRATION
STANDARD COUNT – MOISTURE

1.

Take standard counts by following the procedure in Part 2A, except read the
moisture counts. Record the data under the label "Moisture Calibration" on the
calibration form (Table 1).

2.

To express the standard count deviation limits within which the calibration of a
gauge is valid, the acceptable deviation limit (ADL) is defined in this test method
as:
ADL = 0.03n
Where: n = standard count at calibration of the gauge.
Record the ADL on the calibration form (Table 1).

3B.

3C.

COUNT READINGS ON MOISTURE BLOCKS
1.

Follow ASTM D7013 to prepare and setup your density blocks for gauge
calibration

2.

Place the gauge on the first standard moisture block (dry) and take one 4-min
count in the backscatter detection mode. Record the data on the calibration
form (Table 1). Lift the gauge and re-place it on the same block for a second
reading. Average the 2 numbers to obtain the mean count for this block.

3.

Repeat Step 2 on the second standard moisture block (wet).

4.

Place the gauge on the manufacturer’s standard block in the safe position; take
a minimum of one 4-min standard count, and record data under the label “P.M.”
on the calibration form (Table 1).

PRESENTATION OF CALIBRATION DATA
1.

Tabulate the moisture calibration on the calibration table (Table 3). Present
basic information of the calibration on the table, including:






2.

Gauge Owner
Gauge serial number
Calibration date
Operator
Count ratio vs. moisture sheets






Gauge manufacturer and model
Standard count and ADL
Gauge density count ratios
Calibration constants (e,f) or (A,B)

Present the 2 data points on a normal linear scale plot and connect the points
using a straight line, as shown in the figure at the end of Table 3. Calculate the
intercept and slope of the straight line and determine the calibration equation.

NOTE: To utilize DIRECT READOUT capabilities, the calibrating service must indicate
on the calibration table (Table 3) that the gauge meets the following
requirements:
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3D.

The constants e and f or A and B listed on the calibration table must be
entered into the memory of the gauge.
Restart the gauge. The calibration constants in the memory must be the
same as those in the calibration table.
The constants are visible for review.
The appropriate gauge model specific equation and constants are used.
Refer to the gauge manual or contact the manufacturer to obtain the correct
equation

FIELD MOISTURE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

If the correlation between gauge calibration moistures and oven-dry moistures is needed, the
calibration moisture must be verified by performing nuclear gauge field moisture tests and
relating the test results to oven-dry moistures and field densities per CTM 226.
PART 4.

DOCUMENTATION

1.

An affixed calibration sticker

2.

Density and moisture calibration data (raw and generated) as required in Part
2C and Part 3C
NOTE: An Excel spreadsheet that produces the nuclear gauge calibration form,
count ratio vs. density table and curves, and count ratio vs. moisture
table and curve is available with California Test 111 at:

E.

3.

Affidavit of Nuclear Gauge Calibration (Form TL-0114 (2014)) (Figures 2 & 3)

4.

NIST traceability document

PRECAUTIONS

Nuclear gauge density and/or moisture calibration must be performed at least once every 12
months.
A leak test must be conducted no less than the frequency listed in the Radioactive Materials
License issued by the California Department of Public Health (CDPH).
F.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Follow all rules and regulations in the operator’s manual and the Radioactive Materials License
issued by the California Department of Public Health under Title 17, California Code of
Regulations, Division 1, Chapter 5, Subchapters 4.0, 4.5, and 4.6.
It is the responsibility of the user of this test method to establish appropriate safety and health
practices and determine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use. Prior to
handling, testing or disposing of any materials, testers must be knowledgeable about safe
laboratory practices, hazards and exposure, chemical procurement and storage, and personal
protective apparel and equipment.
Caltrans Laboratory Safety Manual is available at:
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/esc/ctms/pdf/lab_safety_manual.pdf
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APPENDIX A1
A PROCEDURE FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
THE THREE CONSTANTS FOR DENSITY CALIBRATION
To determine the 3 constants presented in PART 1A, 3 equations are needed. With
3 standard density blocks, 3 count ratios can be obtained and, thus, 3 equations can be
expressed as:

CR 1  a exp bD1   c
CR 2  a exp bD 2   c
and
CR 3  a exp bD3   c
Where:

CR1, CR2, and CR3 are the density count ratios of 3 density blocks;
D1, D2, and D3 are the corresponding block densities; and
a, b, and c are the 3 constants to be determined by the above 3 equations.

By rearranging the 3 equations to solve the constant c, one can obtain:

D2  D3  lnCR 1  c  D3  D1  lnCR 2  c  D1  D2  lnCR 3  c  0
The above equation can be numerically solved for the unknown c with the Newton’s
method with an introduction of an error function as below:

f c  D2  D3  lnCR 1  c  D3  D1  lnCR 2  c  D1  D2  lnCR 3  c
The derivative of the function f c  is:

f' c  

D 2  D 3 D 3  D1 D1  D2


CR 1  c CR 2  c CR 3  c

In solving for the constant c using the Newton’s method, iterations with an initial guess of
min(CR 1 ,CR 2 ,CR 3)
c0  
is required.
2
After each iteration the constant c is updated by:

c n1 

c n  f c n 
f' c n 

The constants b and a can be computed as:

b n1  

lnCR 1  c n1   lnCR 2  c n1 
; and
D1  D 2
a n1 

CR 1  c n1
exp(b n1D1 )

When the error function f c n1  converges to zero, the 3 constants are determined.
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APPENDIX A2
A PROCEDURE FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
THE THREE CONSTANTS FOR DENSITY CALIBRATION
To determine the 3 constants presented in PART 1A, 3 equations are needed. With 3 standard
density blocks, 3 count ratios can be obtained and, thus 3 equations can be expressed as:

Where:

#

ౄ

#



#

ె

$ౄ
ಓ
$
ಒ ಖಡ !
ಓ
$ె
ಒ ಖಡ !
ಓ
ಒ ಖಡ !

ಔ
ಔ
ಔ

CR1, CR2, and CR3 are the density count ratios of 3 density blocks;
D1, D2, and D3 are the corresponding block densities; and
a, b, and c are the 3 constants to be determined by the above 3 equations

By rearranging the 3 equations to solve the constant c, one can obtain:
$ ! $ె ! ಝಟ #

ౄ

$ె ! $ౄ !ಝಟ #

! ಔ!



$ౄ ! $ !ಝಟ #

! ಔ!

ె

! ಔ!

ಁ

The above equation can be numerically solved for the unknown c with the Newton’s method
with the introduction of an error function as below:
ಗ ಔ!

$ ! $ె ! ಝಟ #

ౄ

! ಔ!

$ె ! $ౄ !ಝಟ #

The derivative of the function ಗ ಔ! is: ಗఱ ಔ!



! ಔ!

$ౄ ! $ !ಝಟ #

మ య !

య ఼ !

఼ మ !

఼ౖ !

ౖమ !

ౖయ !

ె

! ಔ!

In solving for the constant c using the Newton’s method, iterations with an initial of

ಔృ L

౺౻ ఼ౖ ౖమ ౖయ !
is required.


After each iteration the constant c is updated by:
ಔ౻ ! ಗ ಔ౻ !
ಔ౻్ౄ
ಗ ಔ౻ !
The constants a and b can be computed as
ಓ౻్ౄ

!

ಝಟ #
ಒ ౻్ౄ

$ౄ ! $ !
!
ಔ
ౄ
౻్ౄ ! ! ಝಟ #



! ಔ౻్ౄ !

! ಔ౻్ౄ
$
ಖಡ ! ౄ
ಓ౻్ౄ
#

ౄ

When the error function ಗ ಔ౻్ౄ ! converges to zero, the 3 constants are determined.
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Table 1: Example Nuclear Gauge Calibration Input Data Sheet
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Table 2: Examples of Count Ratio vs. Density Data Sheet
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TABLE 3: Example Count Ratio vs. Moisture Data Sheet and Curve Fitting
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Figure 1: Example Count Ratio vs. Density for all Test Modes

DEPARTMENT OF TRNASPORTATION
California Test Method 111
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Form TL-0114 (2014)

AFFIDAVIT OF NUCLEAR GAUGE CALIBRATION
Gauge Serial Number:
Model Number:
Calibration Facility:
Address:

Gauge Calibration Date:
Date of Last Leak Test:
I certify that this gauge has been calibrated in accordance with California Test 111, Developing
Density and Moisture Calibration Tables for Nuclear Gauges and has had a leak test performed
no less than the frequency listed in the Radioactive Materials License issued by the California
Department of Public Health. Further I attest that the gauge is in safe working order.
Person performing the calibration:

Printed Name

Title

Signature

Date

I certify that I have reviewed the calibration procedure and data, and concur that it has been
calibrated in accordance with California Test 111, Developing Density and Moisture Calibration
Tables for Nuclear Gauges, and that all required data is attached.
Laboratory manager:

Printed Name

Title

Signature

Date

Attachments:
Calibration report
Current block traceability

Gauge calibration sheets
Current leak test results




Figure 2. Affidavit of Nuclear Gauge Calibration
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
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Form TL-0114 (2014)

AFFIDAVIT OF NUCLEAR GAUGE CALIBRATION
Gauge Serial Number:

HRT 25897

Model Number:

HRT 443

Calibration Facility:

Harry Roberts Calibration Services

Address:

5280 Long Fall Road
High Points R Us, California 99999

Gauge Calibration Date:

August 08, 2010

Date of Last Leak Test:

August 08, 2010

I certify that this gauge has been calibrated in accordance with California Test 111, Developing
Density and Moisture Calibration Tables for Nuclear Gauges and has had a leak test performed
no less than the frequency listed in the Radioactive Materials License issued by the California
Department of Public Health. Further I attest that the gauge is in safe working order.
Person performing the calibration:
Harry Roberts Jr.

Calibration Technician

Printed Name

Title

Harry Roberts Jr.

August 08, 2010

Signature

Date

I certify that I have reviewed the calibration procedure and data, and concur that it has been
calibrated in accordance with California Test 111, Developing Density and Moisture Calibration
Tables for Nuclear Gauges, and that all required data is attached.
Laboratory manager:
Harry Roberts Sr.

Owner Manager

Printed Name

Title

Harry Roberts Sr.

August 09, 2010

Signature

Date

Attachments:
Calibration report
Current block traceability

Gauge calibration sheets
Current leak test results




Figure 3. Example of Affidavit of Nuclear Gauge Calibration
End of Text
(California Test 111 contains 15 pages)
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